ABSTRACT. It is shown that the disc algebra has no Besselian basis. In fact, concrete minorations on certain Lebesgue functions are obtained. A consequence is the nonisomorphism of the disc algebra and the space of uniformly convergent Fourier series on the circle.
This theorem can be seen as an extension to the disc algebra of results of A. M. Olevskii [9] and S. V. Bochkarev [5] . The next consequence is immediate. Its analogue for the spaces C and L1 was proved by S. Szarek (see [11] , also for definitions). COROLLARY 1. The space A (resp. L1/H0l) has no Besselian (resp. Hilbertian) basis.
Recall that a sequence (xfc)fc=i,2,... is called Besselian (resp. Hilbertian) provided it admits a lower (resp. upper) estimation ||^afexfc||>c(^|afc|2)1/2 (resp. || ^afcxfc|| < C(£ \ak\2)1'2)-Notice that the space A (resp. L1 /Hl) has a basis (see [6] ). The above theorem permits a local version of Corollary 1 in terms of finitedimensional complemented subspaces of these spaces. Denote by U the completion of the space of analytic polynomials on the circle (or on the disc) under the norm \\p\\u =sup||p*Dm||00 m where Dm(9) = Y^o<k<melk° ls tne corresponding Dirichlet kernel.
Since obviously the characters form a Besselian basis for U, another consequence is (see [3] ). COROLLARY 2. There is no linear isomorphism between the spaces A and U.
We use the notation C for a numerical constant. In what follows, elements of A and H°° will be considered as functions on the circle II.
The reader may consult [8] as standard reference for general Banach space theory and [10] for Banach spaces of analytic functions.
1. Lifting and change of measure.
By an argument of local reflexivity (see [8, p. 33] for details), it is clear that we can assume Xk E Lx/H¿. Consider the operator from A into I2 mapping <p onto the sequence ((<p,Xk))i<k<n-The norm of this operator is bounded by M and by the result of [1] (see §2) has 2-summing norm at most CM. Hence, using the Pietch-Grothendieck factorization theorem (cf. [11, p. 58] ) and a change of density, we get LEMMA 1. There are functions (fk)i<k<n in L*(n) and A E L^n), A > 0 and J A = 1 satisfying:
(i) q{fk) = Xk (1 < k < n) where q denotes the quotient map from L1(n) onto V/Hr),
(ii) (/ l/pA"1)1/2 < CM(Y: M2)1/2 for each f = £afc/fc.
Note that indeed, since Xk E Ll/H¿, we can assume that the corresponding Pietch measure is of the form A dm (m is the Haar measure on n).
To A we apply Proposition 1.2 of [2] , which we restate now.
LEMMA 2. There are positive scalars (c¿) and H°°-functions (9i), (r¿) such that defining Ai = £c¿|r¿| :
It will be convenient to replace the Haar measure m on n by the measure dp = Aidm.
The following fact will be exploited in the sequel. 'M
The problem is reduced to minorating (*). Notice that the contribution of the ci-term in (*) is bounded by M2 and will therefore be negligible, provided the remainder has a minoration of order log n.
Construction of an i?°°-valued martingale.
The idea of the proof is the fact that the terms appearing after the summation £r=Z"0 w^i sum UP in the /1-sense. To formalize this, we will exhibit a martingale in the variable u> such that pointwise a cn-sequence in H°° is obtained. Denote by L£° (resp. Un) the linear space [l,e%e,...,e%n6] equipped with L°°-norm (resp. || \[u). As a consequence of the proof of the Theorem and a result of [4] we have This answers affirmatively Proposition 4.10 of [12] .
